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ABSTRACT
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tb'minority group college students enrolled in engineering is also
discussed briefly. Data presented on overall distribution patterns
indicate that persons of Oriental descent have the highest
concentration of scientists and engineers. The.distribution of all
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distributions of minority group engineers are fodnd to reflect past
laCk'of opportunities for entry into the field, the median age for
all minorities being five years' less than the white -median age of 42.
Age distributions of scientists show less differences. The levels of
educational" attainment among the different racial groups of
scientists and engineers vary, with those of Oriental descent
indicating more education than either-members of other minorities or
whites. The key relationship between field of study and professional
identity relationship is considered to be'the level of degree earned
rather th"aft the racial characteristic's of the workers.-(Author/AM)
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Minorities in' the Scientist and Engineer Population

Introduction

In recent years. in the face ot a generally. unfavorable
mgrket situation tpr many scientific and engineering
,decialties, scientists and engineers who are women or
members ot racial or certain ethnic minority groups have
been sought by emplcAers more often than in the past as

result -ot atfirmaiive action and equa4 employment
opportunay progiams Associated with.these demands
flaye teen requests tdr data about the avilability otThese
wiirkers This report summarizes the data about minority
group scientists and engineers. oblliined as 'part of a
national survey of scientific and er,gineering personnel
in 1972 Information pertaining to minority group
college students enrolled in engineering is also discussed
briefly

A basic probtarit associated with data on minority-
group scientists and engineers is similar to that attendant
to the collection of any kind of informatiow-about
populations through the _use of sample surveys
reliability of the estimates Because the sample of
scientists ansd"engineers wits based on the total popula-
tion in occupational categones-andnot by racial groups,
the reliability.of the data concerning small minorities is
considerably less than that of larger populations The
technical notes at the end of this report prov,ide some
example5 of te relevant data and their reliability as

-applied to minority-group scientists and engineers,
Particular caution should be exercised in analyzing data
cells with small numbers.

The data (excluding information on minority-group
college students) in this report are based upon a sample
of the scientists and engineers who were in the labor
force during both 1970 and 1972. Therefore, it does not
represent ,the,total number in the 1972 labor force fgr rt
does not count those who entered or re-entered the
labor force between the Aprils of 1970 and 1972 Data
derived from the National Sample Survey on the 1974
characteristics, of racial minorities in science and
engineering will be available in late 1975

See Nolburn Adolph Y veers In Sa ieme and Engineering for Black
Amelia ans %01 T84 lone 14 1974

Rased on estimates detoped from the 1972 Post( ensal 5,10.4',. 01 Prof. ssional,

At Tee boreal and S ientitia Manpower 1Spe National k rent P Foundation Science
ite,tet e, S1 ,ire, 11,,,thit4ht, the 1972 k ientist and Engineer POpl114III)Ti Rede-
hued INSI '5 105 (Washington D( 20550) April 11, 1975
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Overall Distribution

VY ithin the 1972 scientist and engineer IS, f i pop-
ulations ias identified in the postcensal survey ),' racial
minority-group members represented about 4 percent.
or 53,000 of the 1 3 million total scientists and engineers
Calthese minority-group members, about 29,000 w ere
engineers and the remainder scientists Racially, 60
percent were of Oriental descent,- 30 pelf ,cent were
black, and the remainder were members/of other
nonwhite races In terms of the relationsh'ips to the
respective total populations, persons of Orie'ntal descent
had the highest concentration of scientists and

itsul
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Table 1 Total population, 1979, arid scientists and engin4ers,
1972,,by racial group

Total population, STierITISIS
and engineers Total White E0141 Black On;trital, . .

Millions ''''

-N11/10Utjt,

Total poptilaftfm

Tout scientists and ensaverS

S tentrits
Engineers

203 2 177 7 25 5 22 6 1 4

1 336 4 12E30

4% 1 471 3

840 3 811 7

Thousands

535 161. 32 1

248 97 128

186 65 193

Number of ssientleas and ,ngyeeh
pee 10,000 ;x )anon cone entration

TOW a rerirMS and engineers 65 B 72 2 21 0 7 2 223 8

244 265 9B 43 866
41 3 c t 457 112 29 134 2

Number of sclet'stists and engineers
relatite to total c oncentration

Foul ulentistt and engineer, 100 1 10 32 eiti81 340

1/00 1 09 40 18 363

1 00' 1 10 27 07 T 24

kientists.
Engineers

tentists

Engineers

Includes other minorities not shoran separately

sTalrulations based on on/arunded numbers

Note Detail may not adr4.?,0 totdS because of rounding

Sow( e National Se iency Foundation and Bureau of the ( ensus

(Prepared in the Manpower Utilization Studies Group, Division of Science Resources Studies)
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engineer, There were 134 Oriental engineers and 89
°nen TdI ,('enlists per 10,000 total population of Oriental
()es( en't .i?rsus 3 black engineers and 4 black scientists.
per 10 000 total black population. The ratio fortwhiies,cfn
the other hat ti 46 engineers and 27 scientists per
'10 000 population table 1.

Geographic Distribution

The distribution of alt scientists and engineers among
regions of the country generally corresposid> to the
distribution ot total population There was no more than
about a 6-percentage-point difference in the share of
engineers and about a 4-percentage-point difrerence,in
the share ,of scientists w ith respect to population shaFes4tR
19'0 N/1 Inorlt,,,group scientists and engineers, how erf,
'were distributed differer4tly than both total scientists and
:ingineers and the respective minor" populations.

Table 2 details three measures of .5 E concentration by
rd and groups ot Stares The first panel (A) distributes

?`,

total populations, scientists and engineers, by rand
region The.compo nen r States °teach regionare shown
in the technical notesi. From these data, it can be seen
that scientists and engineers have been considerable
more mobile than ,other members of their respective
races 1,%/hereas more than one-half of the black
population INA in the Southern States, only about one-
third othe black engineers and scientists lived in4hese
States Ni More striking is the comparison of Oriental
population in the Western -States to the respective
scientists and engineers These States housed about
"three- quarters of the population of Orientardescent.
about one'-halrof the group's engineers and about one-
third ofitscientists.

The ratio's in the second panel (B) relate the dis-,
tributions of scientists and engineers to population by
race and region both in panel A). The 11 ratio ot all
engineers ifa the Northeast region is obtained from the
27 5 percent of all engineers residing in 'these States
compared with 24 percent of the total population These

Table 2.Total population, and persons in the 1970 werienced civilian tabor force identified as
scientists And engineers, by racial grotircand geographfc region: 1972

1.5t rl v)pa.tat,, vl

and erg,nt ers

total
Ln+ted Stares

,in'thou,ands;
., Total North.

east

Region

North- -
central South West

Jtf

203 211
k 21 %0

00, ,I31 , 1 169

to54 glL;p1 469
Bt.), k 10
OhenTal 13
r;,ner
sli groups a:0

19

Panel A Percpro chstnbutton

100 24 28 31 17

100 19 20 53 7

100 12 a 7 73

100 27 24 19 20

100 Q. 31 21 39 8

100 22 26 14 36

27 14 13 23
100 36 16 // 30 18

100 20 15 12 S3re'
Panel $ Distribution of scientists and engineers
relative to distribution of resnectiVe popul4tion2

5, Si 1511,
. Alf groups th

filar k
10 11 9 9
t0 16 10 7 1.1

Or.F.m.14 10 19 ' 33 19
F nweeers

5H- groups 10 11 9 8 14
Slat k ,10 19 8 6 24
()nem it is) 10 s 17 19 16 7

kt irnnsts
,-.

Panel C Racial concentration within regions
adjusted for concentration of total scientists and engineers'

r
I ij 1 0 1 5 1 2 8 9

Otter rat Iii 10 17 38 2.1 4
F ntorteets

fit k 10 17 9 7 17
10 15 2.2 20

Sor t-o"hpt/nent States see teahrwat 8tatis ' Not apple able
Samf3b air ulahons for blark engineers in the Northeast Panel total Panel $I black engineers 11 891 all engineers 11 14) 166
P inrl g ,fr, Panel black engineers ;16 11, Welt population 119 /I r 1 89 Sourre National Sr serve foundation and Bureau of the Census
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Comparisons of gdjusted racial
concentrations, by region of black and
Oriental scientists and engineers: 1972

[U.S. concentration = 1.01

(Rano)

00 05 10 15 20

Northeast
Scientists

Engineers,

North Ceniral
Scientists

.Engineers

South

Scientists

Engineers

West

Scientists

Engineers

40

Black
Oriental

38

SOURCE National Sctence oundatton and Bureau of the Census

ratios.shovithe regions of the country with the extremes
of scientists and engineers per Oopulation. For example,
on the high end of the scales for black scientists and
engineers were the Western States (1.1 and 2:4, respec-
tively). and Northeastern States (1.6 and-1.9, respective-
ly), on the low end were the Southern States. These ratios
also show that the region,at the high end of each scale
had more than twice as many black scientists or engineers
per black population as the Southern States.

The ratios in the third pahel (C) compare the ratios of
black and Oriental wientists and engineers per the
respective populationstto the ratios of all scientists and
engineers per popultition. The 1.7 ratio of black,
engineers in the Northeast results from the relative
distributions. (shown 4) panel B) indicating that black
engineerS-Were propottiOnately 1.9 times as populous as
black population, whgrehs all engineers were propor-
tionately only 1.1 time a,'populous as total population in
these States. (See foo ()Cotes in table 2 and methodology
in technical notes)

Panel C ,indicates he probabilities of encountering.
black and Oriental scjentists and engineers considering
the respective populations and the numbers of scientists
or engineers in each region. Thus, at the high end of the
scale in the Western States there are 1.7 times the number
of black .engineers that one would expect if th6national
rate of black engineers to black population werepplied,
after adjusting:for thk number of engineers of .11;Wes in
those States. At the other end of the sc4I f/or'biack

/
/ 1'

):(

engineers ,n the Southern States. the same measure
vields only 69 percent of the national norm.

Age Characteristics

The age distributions of minorin ,group engineers
appear to reflect past lack of opportunities for entry to
the field. the median age for all minprities being five
years less than for whites Blacks are even younger
se,. en years less than the white median Jae of 42 A more
1,. id comparison can be drawn from the, proportions of
engineers by race 45 years old and over Of the:white
engineers, 40 percent were in this age bpcket, while only
26 percent of the blacks and 19 percentiof the Oriental
engineers were in this age group (table A. On the other
hand, 'the age distributions of scient4fs showed less
differenceswith scientists, as a whole; being younger
than engineers, since the bulk of the growth of the
science occupatiorls bccurred.when enrollment oppor-
tunities for minority groups were begirling to open in
colleges. Also, there has been less tendency to upgrade
older workers without degrees in the science oc-
cupations than in engineering,

Educational Characteristics

The levels dif educational attainment among the
different racial groups of scientistand engineers vary In
general, the scientists and engineers of Oriental descent
have more education than eithey.members of other
minorities or whites. Over 70 percent of the Oriental
scientists had graduate degrees at opposed to 54percent
of all scientists. Almost one-hyalf the Oriental engineers

Table 3. Scientists sand epgineers by racial
group ;(nd age: 1972

Scientists , total
on thousands)

Total ..

toss than 35'yeo
35-44 year

45 nd o ef

age

eetX, total
t, thousands)/

Total

Tess than 35 year,
35-44 years .

45 and over

Median age

Tool White

An minoo(

Black

10

Orientals

13

Total'

25496 471

Percent thstribuflon

100 100 100 100 100

43 43 37 38 33

29 29 40 36 47

27 28 22 26 19

37 37 35 39.

840 812 29 .' 7 19

Percent dottatutton

100 ,100 . 100 100 100

31 V 44 51
,

40

30 30 37 20 41

39 40 . 19 26 19

41 4z 37 35 37.

' Inc Jude other, minorities not shown separotery
See table Al - In technoolootes for distobutton by field and rice

Note Percents may not add to 100 because or rounding
Source National Science I oundatto2
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Table 4. Scientists and engineeo by highest
degree held and racial group: 1972

is Ipso, 6agree ha.d

r^t ON. ruLi

All -egecyrthey

alatk Ortentaf

r Isocsarchi 496 4'1 25 10 13 1

Percent chstr,but,on

100 100 109 100 100

2 2 0 -0 0
43 44 39 55 29
25 25 29 31 27

Dia.N,atr,

sisia

29 1- 31 13 44

840 812 29 7 19

Pecer, distribaion

100 ick 100 .100 1004
lo 3 3 39

2 2 2 . 3 2

67 6" 54 "3 a9
.taste,

pf

17

4

17 28 18
4-13 3

31

14

Fr3.ication

`9. 181 180 191 157 214
Eng..,ciefs 114 112 148 119 153

Judo.. othci miniailies not shown separately
net. A 1 ,n sechntal notes fur distribution by held and race
the luiles assocale degrees trepiesenting 9 1 percent of total and white scientists),

and 1 tr, 4., ears of college but no degree
Ire Furies othei degrees nut separately shown

Ina iudes no college and,1 to 4 years of college but no degree
alues assigned to degrees less than bachelor s, 0 bachelor s 1 master's, 2,

10/ale 1 each ,.alue is multiplied by percent of total with degree
Nott Detad mat exit add to totals because of rounding
Source 4.ational Sr ierge Foundaupn

have graduate degrees while only 21 percent of the total
engineering work force had these degrees. Black
scientists have had on the average less education than
members of all other groups, but black engineers
averaged more education than their white counterparts
ltoble 4) for there exists a relatively largeshare of white
scientists and engineers without college degrees in
comparison tp the minority groups. Proportionately,

three times as many whites as minorities without college
degrees were in the engineering labor force, and six
times as many in the science labor force. This probably
stems from the lack of minority group technicians in the
past, since such jobs have in many instances provided
opportunities for upgrading to professional positions.

Field of Study/Professional
Identity Relationships

vots sMinority-group scientists and engineers exhibited
'bout the same degree of attachment to the disciplines in
which they majored as did all scientists and engineers.
The key relationship between fields of highest degree
and professionaridentity was the level of degree Other
than the raciaLcharacteristic of these workers. In general,
a sdoctorate degree in a field of study resulted in a
stronger identity attachment to the same field,, while
bachelor's and master's degrees were associated with
greater degrees of mobility.

Both total and minority-grttup engineers had higher
degree field - professional identification relationships
than all scientists'. Table 5 summarizes the pincidenceof
field of professional identification with field of degree for
the total population and .minority-group members by
level of degree and identity field. The only differences
between Orientals and blacks resulted from a greater
proportion of the former with doctorate degrees and
thus a greater identity attachment to the, same field as
their studies

The Education Process for Black
Engineering Studeints

While blacks accounted for about 12 percent of they
college-age population, they comprised 8 percent of
total college enrollment and 2.6 perceht of under:

Computer specialists and d'perations research analysts are excluded from these
calculations of total scientists because few workers indicated maton to th'ese relatively
new disciplines

Table 5.Scientists and engineers, total and minority groups,
by educational attainment and field of study: 1972

Highest degree held

, Percent with same field of study as identity

Computer
Engineers specialists

Mathematical
specialists'

10141 85 6 72

No fiegten 90 9 40
Bachelor's 87 1 51

Master s 61 19 82
t)rx torate 87 16 86

Minority groups, total 76

No degrr:4e' 93 0 0
Bachelor s 90 2 72
Master's 67 10 83
Doctorate 92 0 79

Includes statistic tans
eJmpuler ,fief mathematical spe fists, and operations research

inalysts Inc lodes life physical and social scientists

4

Total
scientists'

life
scientists

Physical social
scientists scientists,

79 80 78 ai

A._

67 co 64 , 100,
76 86 77 ; 70
79 75 78 81

85 85 81 92

75 75 71 82

0

74

75

78

81

69

90

72

73

72

79

79

,93

psy' Includes hologists
rat e' includes ass degrees and persons with some college but no degree

Source N410 al Science Foundation
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graduate engineering enrollments in 1973 itable
Recent trends, however, indicate that blacks hale been
crowing as *proportion of engineering students whsle
stabilizing as a share of total college enrollment Of
'engineering enrollments, blacks have more than
doubled their representation in four years, growing from
a 1 1 percent share in 1969. Enrollments of blacks in the
first year of the engineering curriculum have grown
more dramatically from 1 4 percent to 18 percent in the
'same period While both total and first-year engineering
enrollments dropped by 21 percent and 31 percent,
respectively, in the 1969-73 period, black enrollments
increased by 78 percent and 88 percent. Although these
percents are generat by relatively small numbers of
black students-2,9 in 1969 and 5,200 in 1973the
trends are pronounc

In addition, black st dents are attending predominant-
k white engineering schools in increasing numbers. For
example, in 1969 nearly 60 percent of the black
engineering studentsU S. citizens only were enrolled
in six predominantly black institutions.8 Within these
schools they represented 80 percent of engineering
enrollments, most of the remainder being foreign
students Between 1969 and 1'973, however, these schools
experienced declines in total engineering enrollments as
well as black enrollees, while in other (predominantly
white) schools, black enrollments almost tripled from
about 1,250 in 1969 to 3,650 in 1973. As a result, by 1973
these six schools accounted for only 30 percent of black
engineering students.

Howard Lniversity, Moth arolina Agri,ultuturi and Technical C niversity Prairie
1,ttmrs AgrIcultural-Mechanical L.niversay Southern University, Tennessee State
I ',terser. and Tuskegee Institute Another predominantly black school wlth an'
engineering (LI/NC-OJT Is the Haripton Institutewhich is not co0sidered here as d has
J very small engineering enrollment with fewer black students enrolled than a
number of la, ge predcumnantli white >chook Only two piedogunantly white

hvois repotted as many Lola. k ,tudents as thesmallestof the sic pre4minantly black
sr hoots In the 1973-74 academic year

A

Race

The data, on rac ial minorities are based on responses in the
19'0 Census of Population The other races- category includes
all races not included in the specific categories shown

Table 6. Undergraduate enrollments in
engineering compared with total 1`

college enrollments: 1973
INumber. tects,aculst

Rx,al ethnic gro,rp

E"snt-ettng enrollments--r
Nurnbr Percent

Total
college Ent culments

PercentNumber

,Torar 2024 100 0 8 1-9 0 1000

8ia<k $2 2.6 6340 84
Spurruh origin 25 12 2900 35
Ofient.? 30 15 NA risA

Amer r an Ind an 2 1 NA "YA

'.hie and other races 191 5 1x46 NA stA

Note NA not .batlable'
so.trce, E ngipeering enrollment fnualee g andrTer h,,ntc an Enrollments Fall

19-3 f ngtneering Manpower Commission of Engineer, loins Council New 't ork
19-4

Iola collegc enrollment I...ry Bore.0 of the Census Current Popular .n ktpvrt>
set- es P 20 No 2".: Six sal and Ek "norm( C bawler tstics or Studen is October 19'3
L s Government Prrnhng Office Sesashtngton D C 1974

Trends of black engineering student enrollment in
predominantly white schools have shown a diffusion
amongischools between 1969 and 1973. In 1969 almost
on.e-half these black students were enrolled in 10
schools, while in 1973 less than one-third were in the 10
schools with the lar-gest numbers of black students.9

Similar trend data for members of other minority
groups are not available. However, enrollments of blbicks
and members of other minority groups in engineer' g in
the 1973-74 school year were available -and c be
compared with the racial characteristics of all c liege
students, as shown in table 6.

r There Is evidence or some underreporting of black enrollment in
irentlilata are not strictly comparable It is likely however that dcomp
available the results would not significantly differ from those discuss

Technical Notes

`Geographic Data
,States within regions of the United States

Mdirie, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
quie Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,

Pennslvvania

5
A

969 and the
to data were

d above

. ti-

NNrth Central. Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota,
N.ebraksa, Kansas

Southern Delaware, Maryland, District, of C lumbia, Virginia,
West Virginia, North Carolina, South arolina, Georgia,
Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama Mississippi, Arkan-
sas, Louisiana, Oklahocna, Texas

Western Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Culc ado, New Mexico,
Arizona., Utah, Nevada, Washington, Origdn, California,
Alaska, Hawaii

l
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Table A-1--Persons in the 1970 experienced chaian tailor force identified as scientists,

total, and rTfial groups, by field, age, and educ4tionat attainment, 1972
Jto thousands,

. Si lenrsts ra. ...]

group _age and
highest degree herd

3 nder 35 years
45 54 nears

55 rears and o.. r

No degree'
Bavhelor s degree
Master , degree
Or,.rorare degree

ss. hoe 'oral

I nder 35 years
35 54 rears t1
55 nears and over

No degree'
flu helot s degree
Master s degree

3

Lir., rota .;_degr es

I

KM k total
.11

Under 35 years

35 54 rears
55 year and over

No degree'
Bachelors degree
Master s degree
Orxtorate degree

Or.;nia I total

Under 35 nears
15 54 years

55 and over

No degree"
Bar heaor s degree
Master s degree

1),x1or Pe degree

7

4

.-

.
Total

496 2

Mathematical
specialists'

Operations
Computer research

'spec oahsts analysts,
life

Scientists
Physical

screntots
Social

scientists-
r

31j 1003 138 7,2 179 6 959

'
13

213 5

236 6
460

et
3'

'1

/ 14 7
1365 it
2.9 -'.

, _
574 1

_.
59 I

413 52
17 7

1 _......,...,,._-_

54 11
710 56
21 6 417

29 6

38 7

8 9

5

307
178
282

[Si

f
r

To

65 4

92.8

21 6

407
451

10 2

112

215 9

126.4

142 7

5

104

,107
96

39
76 0

36 5
634

5

223
35 0

38123 11
--5.-- .-

471 3
4

285
.

97 0 -1- 'N2 736 r 169 3 918
."

I

204 2

222 8

441

.
- 13-7-

12.3

26

556 S84
3'9' ; 44,8

1 6
ret!.

283
366
8 7

H ,
61 5

869
5 20 90

393
427
9 8

.

;
.

11 0

206 2

119 1

135 Os,

*1' ' Is)

94
99
13.9

5 3 '14'1
690 /.3

5

299
16 1

271

39
719
34 7

58 8

ii.

5

208
33 6

,369

20 3 .$

2.3

14.
97 14 1;4

1 (II 13 30 2.4

37
53

7

6

6

" lb

IS 3 6
5 ' ht

I') " 0

it t

8

It)

13
16
('I

-.t
' `.

6

16
It)

5 4

3 0

1 3

7

5

33)

o et (T"--
1,0 tj 1 1st

('3 : el
0 0

o
( t 3

7

It)

a o

20
5

5

0

10

9

5

128 1 0 '
-4

1.3,' (t) 19
a

69 14

4 2

7 7 .

8

(')
37
3 4

56

1')

6

00

V)" ,.. 1 0)

01 lb
0 i ti .0) '

6

1 2

01

0

lb
8

8

2.3

4 1

6

5

8

('3

1`)

01

I')
s

f-- T- -;
0

Ii
0

7 i 0
6 . ', V)

(ti t', t't
---7)14 ii

:

0

2.0

1 2

37
1

0

5,

lb
6

' Includes 0.1'10,414w
i f

Less 111.5n 500

Includes psychologists,
Inc furies other nonwhite raves not shown separately
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Standard Errors

The table below has some examples of the '.,tandard errors of
toXils for the sanous field groups among the scientist and
engineer population Each standard err& indicates the rangg in
which the estimate is likels to fall 6C oer.:ent of theme; double
this I aigetwO standard errorsencompasses a 95-percent

' probability of the estimate being within the boundaries of the
numbers For example. the total number of black engineers is
estimated at 6,500 and the standard error for this number of
engineers is approximate's. 665 interpolating between the
errors for 5 000 and 10,0001 Thus. there is a 68-percent chance
that the total number of black engineers will fall between 5.835
and 7.165. and a 95-percent chance that the'total will be between
5.170 and 7 830

Table A-2.Approxisate standard errors of totals
for scien'Ats and engineers

.0,,ther0J0, 0.
spy, 14i Os

( omputer
.00

1.:fe

,,,ent,st3
Phvs,cal

, Sc entist,

Soc,I
SoentWS Engineers

NA 150 160 /40 160 170 210
400 1 210 250 200 230 240 1 270

2 uo) 300 330 280 315 310 350

5nfj 450 560 442 510 520 593
10 POO 580 "60 6113 720 700 840
.20 oce 621,3 1010 "90 %0 690 5,160

63,1,, .tust,C170.
Ludes <ler irons rese.10S
rules

Estimated Sample

The table-below conivres the numbers of minority group
scientists and engineers actually responding to the sample
survey and the associated weighted estimates of the numbers of
each group in the total 'population

ble A-3.Comparisons of sample to estimated totals
of minority scientists,and engineers

f letd
i .

___ _ _

All
minor ales

Simple size
_ -1

t

Black Other

Total

All
minorities

populatiol, estimate

Oriental Black Oriental Other

4100 scientis s.tind
engineers 0162 261 ,,49.----.6 65 53,462 16,239 32,087 i 5,156

Total 1, ientists 499 205 24r 46 24,847 9,746 12,c5 ' 2,346

Mathematt< al specialtsts'
__

/ 60 32 24 4 2,597 1,353
--r-

992 252 )

( omputer spe< ialists 61 30 22 9 3,332 1,387 1,291 654
Operations research analysts 11

i 5
6 -- 656 282 374 --

)1l ife scientists ao, 91 35, 45 11 ' 3,594 ' 1,313 1.656 '425
Physical scientists 166 ' 53 120 13 10,547, 2,985 6,887 ,675
So( lal sc lentios 90 50 31 9i 4,121 2,426 1,359 340

Engineers 363 76 248 ' 39 28.635 6,493' 19,332
s --''--

2,610

Includes 514t101( !ails

In, Irides FAy< holowstt
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